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Some key figures on shipping

 Responsible for 90% of the world trade

 Annual growth rate of 3% annually

 In 2015 shipping carried over 10 billion tons

of goods around the globe



Some concerns…



The start of Resilient Policy

“The IMO Strategy aims to reduce emissions according to the Paris Agreement temperature goals. 

Therefore, the shipping industry have to improve their operational & technical efficiency, without

compromising safety”.
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But is this enough ? 
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• Port infrastructure, access and connectivity

• Trade wars and congested shipping markets

• Un-prooved emerging technolgies

• Ship recycling modernisation

• Oil pollution risks

• Noise pollution risks

• … … … …



Sustainability
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Economy
Market accessibility, trade 

competitiveness, freight transport 
costs, quality, reliability, productivity, 
resilience, infrastructure investment, 

energy efficiency, production and 
consumption, etc.

Society
Safety, security, employment, 

culture, health, public 
perception, education, etc.

Environment
Emissions, pollution, resource 
depletion, biodiversity, climate 

disruptions, etc.



Some environmental indicators
Noise Pollution

Biodiversity
Extreme events

Land Pollution

Sea Pollution

Air Pollution

Plastics



Examples of Economic Indicators

Autonomy Fleet size & age

OPEX and shore infrastructureEco-Fuels

OPEX and ship energy



The societal view point
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The Sustainability Imperative implies…
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Economy
Market accessibility, trade 

competitiveness, freight transport 
costs, quality, reliability, productivity, 
resilience, infrastructure investment, 

energy efficiency, production and 
consumption, etc.

Society
Safety, security, 

employment, culture, health, 
public perception, education, 

etc.

Environment
Emissions, pollution, resource 
depletion, biodiversity, climate 

disruptions, etc.

 Balanced economic & environmental objectives

 Absolute commitment to ship safety

 Cross-disciplinary R&D on the dependability of

commercial systems, hull, machinery, equipment,

components

 Top quality education
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How could we get there ?

© Maersk Line
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The Technology Crystal Ball 

 Operational measures - management
 Agility and just in time ship / port operations

 EEDI for all ships and segments

 Vessel utilization management plans

 …

 Design and Infrastructure development
 Hull Optimisation

 Propulsion improving devices and Alternative propulsion options

 Advanced coatings

 Ship loading

 …

 Technology advances
 Alternative fuels (LNG, LPG, Methanol, Amonia etc.)

 Big data and digital

 Zero carbon fuels

 Alternative propulsion : electric, batteries, solar and wind power

 Nuclear propulsion

 Autonomy

 …

 Computer Science

 Materials Science & 

Chemical Engineering

 Systems engineering

 Nuclear Technology

 Renewable energies

 Human behavior and 

Ergonomics

 Naval, Ocean and Marine 

Engineering 
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Zero Carbon Fuel Pathways
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Energy Efficiency Indexing 

 EEDI should consider operational conditions; Existing operational indices could be replaced

 Research on hydro-resistance, propulsion, coatings, design optimization etc. also utilizing big 

data and digital technology

 Develop performance based standards

 Derive and validate new baseline EEDI for each segment 

Representative 

drafts and speeds 

are needed
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Performance based ship safety

 Traffic management

 Multi-physics (FSI) crashworthiness assessment

 New generation safety databases, New SOLAS 

 Combined strength and damage stability analysis

https://www.flare-project.eu/

https://www.flare-project.eu/
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Ship Safety and extreme events

 Wave Loads on ships

 Hydro-elasto-plasticity of ships

 CFD and Advanced FEA methods

 Future Rules and design procedures

Hirdaris, S. E., & Temarel, P. (2009). Hydroelasticity of ships: Recent advances and future trends. Proceedings of the Institution of 

Mechanical Engineers, Part M: Journal of Engineering for the Maritime Environment, 223(3), 305–330. 

https://doi.org/10.1243/14750902JEME160

https://doi.org/10.1243/14750902JEME160


Safety in maritime operations

 Excessive traffic

 Environmental impact of shipping (accidental 

discharge)

 Preparedness and Emergency response 

 Future Rules and Rusk Mitigation Standards
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Taking the Nuclear Option

 SMR technologies may be useful for the propulsion of  

ocean going vessels

 Nuclear = Practically almost zero emissions

 Technology use seems feasible assuming that the right 

policies are in place to bridge Nuclear and Maritime 

Regulations; still a long term option…
1.5m

2m

68MW

S.E. Hirdaris, Y.F. Cheng, P. Shallcross, J. Bonafoux, D. Carlson, B. Prince, G.A. Sarris (2014).Considerations on the potential

use of Nuclear Small Modular Reactor (SMR) technology for merchant marine propulsion, Ocean Engineering,79:101-130 

(https://doi.org/10.1016/j.oceaneng.2013.10.015).

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.oceaneng.2013.10.015


Some Ambitions….
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 New EEDI requirements for each ship segment

 Reduce emissions / transport work, as average across the international fleet

 De-risk emerging technologies

 Performance Based Regulations along a framework of compliance that is 

technically proven, safe and commercially sustainable

 R&I strategy that does not penalize early adopters of new technologies.

 Zero-carbon or fossil-free fuels to enable the shipping sector to achieve de-

carbonization from 2050 onwards.

 Indices combining environmental & safety demands with trade schemes
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The Zero emission & Zero Accident ships are here.
Collaboration between industry and academia drove the
transition since 2020.

The shipping industry is seen globally as a role model in
the field of sustainability as it is moving faster than
other industries and international standards.

Shipping successfully captured a significant share of
the Economic, Environmental and Health benefits
associated with the transition toward the UN
SustainableDevelopmentGoals.

YEAR 2050

Thank you !


